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Introduction

You can’t begin a conversation on the basics of photography without addressing how to make a

good exposure. To do that, you need to know how a camera works, what settings are at your disposal and

why you should consider them even though you’re using your iPhone 7 on full automatic mode. If you

think your photographs look great even though you don’t know squat about the tool that’s in your hands,

you are free to stop reading. If however you have ever looked through a magazine, newspaper or website

and marveled at a photograph and wondered how that photographer made that image, then start here.

Before you let your doctor give you a colonoscopy you would want to know if he knows what he’s

doing. “Step 1. Open up the packet of 40 weight” might not be the best thing your doctor could say right

before your lights go out.

You wouldn’t let your barber give you a haircut if he pulls out a Black and Decker BF2000 series

hedge trimmer either. So would it really be an inconvenience to learn how your camera works if it means

making better pictures?

How many times have you been reunited with an old friend who came in from out of town on a

once in a lifetime trip and the only image you have to show for it is a group selfie that’s too dark and blurry

where all you can see is the signage from Popeye’s Chicken glowing in the background? Follow this simple

how-to booklet and become the envy of your friends!



The basic controls of exposure are as follows; Aperture opening, shutter speed, ISO rating. Each

of these exposure controls require a little thought because in addition to rendering a properly exposed

image, they each have an impact over other image qualities you will need to consider. You too can be a

master of your device by learning how to dominate these controls and much more. Follow along and never

again be intimidated by technology. Most important, you will learn to use your camera to take perfectly

adequate pictures!



Diaphragm openings

F Stops, also known as aperture openings, control light entering into the camera by
controlling how big a hole you allow. The smaller the hole, the smaller the amount of
light entering the camera. Inside the lens is a series of blades arranged in a circular
fashion, working together, opening and closing for the purpose of allowing a precise
amount of light to strike the camera’s light gathering sensor. This device is sometimes
referred to as the diaphragm. If you google this word, you will see something else
entirely. Do not be alarmed. You will hear “diaphragm opening” and “aperture
opening” intermittently, they both refer to the same thing.



Aperture openings control one other feature and that is the depth of field. The wider open
the diaphragm, the narrower the depth of field will be. The smaller the opening, the greater the
depth of field will be. The distance between the foreground subject to be in focus and the
background subject to be in focus is sometimes referred to as the hyper-focal distance*.

If it is your job to photograph the football team who at this moment is seated on the bleacher
seats 5 rows deep and eager to give you a hard time, you will want to set your camera with a very
small aperture opening in order to give the appearance of everyone being in focus.

If it is your job to photograph that one Dandelion sprouting up in your garden among your
prize Petunias, you will want to set your lens wide open for a narrow depth of field thus illustrating
this botanical blemish in a way which pops out from the background.

Therefore when making a conscious decision as to what aperture opening to select, you are
taking two things into account, the exposure and the depth of field.

• I will discuss hyper-focal distance elsewhere.



Shutter Speeds

The other way to control exposures is by setting your shutter speed or how quickly your
lens opens and closes. A fast shutter speed lets in very little light while a slow shutter speed allows
in more light.

The faster your shutter opens and closes, the better able it is to “freeze” motion. The slower
your shutter opens and closes, the more motion your camera will capture which usually results in
a blur. Intentional blur, good. Unintentional blur, bad. An example of how to illustrate motion
using a blur would be to place your camera on a tripod or some other surface to help keep it steady
and photograph a train in motion using a slow shutter speed. The train will be a blurred streak
while the background will be sharp. Another way would be to use a slow shutter speed to
photograph a train in motion but this time hand-hold the camera and pan along with the train. The
train will be sharp while the background becomes a blur. This second method requires some
practice. I do not recommend standing on the railroad tracks, lest your life become a blur.



Motion blur of the unintentional variety to the untrained eye is often characterized much
in the same way as an out of focus image. Shaky hands conspire to render your low light images
unusable. Correcting for motion blur is a two-way street. First, you must learn how to properly
hold a camera to achieve maximum steadiness. Cradle the bottom with your left hand, grip the
camera with your right hand. If you are using a telephoto lens, cradle the bottom of the lens about
as close to the center of your camera’s overall weight distribution as you can assess. Plant your
left elbow against your chest. Spread your stance to anchor yourself. Take a deep breath and hold
it while tripping the shutter slowly. If you practice this, you will amaze yourself with how slow a
shutter speed you can get away with using while hand holding your camera.

The model pictured below, while properly cradling the camera in the illustration on the left, is still not planting her elbow
properly!

Using a tripod is always the best method for employing a slow shutter speed. The
moment you touch the camera for any reason, you set off a vibration which will impact the image.
Okay, so I got my camera on a tripod. How do I take a picture without touching it? Try the self-
timer. Many of today’s cameras also have a remote control sold as a separate accessory and many
more still have an app for your smartphone.



There is a basic rule for how slow a shutter speed you can get away with hand holding your
camera and this is the second lane on this two-way street. The rule, which was created for 35mm
film camera users states the slowest shutter speed you can use while hand holding your camera is
the inverse of the focal length of the lens. In other words, if you are using a 50mm lens, don’t hand
hold your camera below 1/50 second shutter speed or risk blurring your image. If you are using a
20mm lens, don’t hand hold the camera below 1/20 second.

However, you are not using a 35mm camera and the correlation between the image area of
the light gathering sensor and the focal length of the lens is different. So depending on your
camera’s sensor, there is going to be math! I use a micro four thirds camera which means I get a
2x cushion to play with. Yet, to be on the safe side, I continue to abide by the old rule which I
consider to be more of a guide. There is also another factor. Today’s cameras and lenses have built
in image stabilization technology which allows you to get away with hand holding a camera at
slower than normal shutter speeds. Be aware! This technology corrects for the motion of the
camera and not of the subject. Freezing a fast moving subject still requires a fast shutter speed.

Therefore when making a conscious decision as to what shutter speed to select, you are
taking two things into account, the exposure and how much motion to freeze.



Exposures

When it comes to making an exposure, take note that shutter speeds as characterized in the
illustration above are equidistant. ¼ of a second is twice as fast as ½ second. 1/8 second is twice
as fast as ¼ second and so on. Conversely, 1/125 second is twice as slow as 1/250 second. This is
good to know because aperture openings work very much in the same way for allowing a particular
amount of light into the camera.

F5.6 lets in exactly twice the amount of light than does F8 but only exactly half the amount
of light as F4.

At any given combination of aperture opening and shutter speeds, your exposure does not
change. So F8 at 1/125 second renders exactly the same exposure as F11 at 1/60 second or F5.6 at
1/250 second. Once you know what combination of aperture opening and shutter speed you need
to make a good exposure, you can then make adjustments to suit your other creative needs. If you
need a narrower depth of field and therefore need to open up the aperture from F11 to F4, you now
know that you must change the shutter speed from 1/30 second to 1/250 second in order to keep
the same exposure.

Today’s digital cameras have a very cool feature film cameras could never have and that’s
“Auto ISO”. You may have a very specific reason for maintaining a particular aperture opening
and shutter speed combination. You set your camera to manual exposure and let the “Auto ISO”
feature adjust the light gathering sensitivity to compensate for whatever combination of aperture
and shutter speed you require. Life is good.



Your camera has a built in light meter. It measures the amount of light it collects through the lens

and makes a judgement as to what a good exposure is. Of course if it were that simple, this would be a

one sentence paragraph. Why do something simple when you can open the floodgates for meter reading

options? Unless you set your camera to manual exposure, your light meter will take control of your

settings in whatever way pleases you. Aperture priority allows you to set whatever aperture opening suits

you and the meter will set the shutter speed. It will set the ISO too if you let it. Shutter priority allows you

to set the shutter speed while the meter takes over setting the aperture opening. Then there is “program”

and full on “Auto” where the meter does everything for you.

But wait! That’s not all! You can set your meter to spot metering, multizone metering, center

weighted metering and so on. These options are best researched through your camera’s manual which

you probably have to download from a website once you register so here is a little something to consider;

Spot metering is good for when you are shooting a subject where only a small area is important

to get exposed correctly while much of the frame attempts to skew your meter reading. A little dark bug

crawling across a white table could be an example if for instance there are subtle color changes under his

armpits you wish to render accurately. More commonly, your son is playing baseball on a little league

team and is on the pitching mound tossing a no hitter and the coach won’t allow you to stand between

him and the batter’s box (dufuss!). You have been relegated to the bleachers where you find your son is

strongly backlit and all of your pictures of him are too dark to the point of being silhouettes. Switch to

spot metering and take a reading off his face. Genius!

Just so you are aware. The camera’s light meter is a stupid stupid thing! It thinks everything it

meters is middle gray (or 18% gray as it’s commonly known as). You point it at a white wedding dress and

it comes out underexposed as gray. You point it at a black-as-night hearse and it comes out overexposed

as gray. That is why there are a combination of options to employ in setting up your camera’s light meter,

so you can get the best exposure under the most average conditions you are accustomed to shooting in,

most of the time. Better yet, your camera may have an EV combination dial where you can easily skew

the meter to make it work better under the conditions you happen to find yourself. As you adjust this dial,

you may see a scale appear in your viewfinder showing a needle pointing to numbers which look like this:

-3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3. To the left of the zero are your intentional under exposures measured in full stops and

to the right are your intentional overexposures.

Do you remember when we discussed how combinations of aperture openings and shutter speeds

were producing the same exposures? All combinations of those which produce the same exposure has an

EV (exposure value) reading of zero. Change either the aperture opening or shutter speed one stop from

that reading and you have an EV of either +1 or -1 depending on which way you’re turning the dial.



ISO

What used to be referred to as ASA (American Standards Association) is now called ISO

(International Standards Organization) and in terms of photography refers to the light sensitivity of the

light gathering sensor in your camera, or film if you’re an artsy hipster. For the purpose of this illustration,

what was true for film way back in ancient times is true for today’s digital camera light gathering sensor.

The lower the ISO number, the more light you need to make a proper exposure. Ergo the higher

the number, the less light is required to make a proper exposure. But like all the other controls on your

camera, there are decisions to make because the higher the ISO, the greater the “noise” will be in your

exposure and in particular, in the shadow areas. Back in ancient times when us crusty old photographers

used film, we talked about graininess instead of noise. Noise is to digital light gathering sensors as grain is

to film. What you see in your digital image is an unwanted pattern of specks and sometimes an unwanted

characteristic referred to as banding. Banding often takes on a color because it will occur only in a

particular color channel. Red most commonly.

Camera companies often advertise sensor size in the copy of their camera ads. They would have

you believe that the larger the sensor, the better your picture quality will be. This is only partly true. Again,

referring to the ancient times when film ruled the universe, the larger the film area, the better the print

quality would be. 120 roll film which would measure anywhere between 2 ¼ X 2 ¼” square to 2 ¼ X 3 ½ “

would yield a higher resolution print than 35mm film which measured 24mm X 36mm. 4 X 5” sheet film

(think of the photographers who stood behind their cameras with a black sheet over their heads while

adjusting bellows seated on a track) would yield a higher resolution print than a 120 roll film negative.

You would select your film in part based on the end use. Did you need a snapshot for your photo album

or did you need a billboard for the highway as an extreme example.

The other consideration in film selection and for the purposes of this illustration is the ISO

selection. The lower the ISO, the higher the resolution. Therefore a photograph made at a lower ISO can

be blown up to a larger image size without incurring the degradation to the image quality associated with

the visibility of noise (or graininess if you are shooting on film).

I enjoy taking pictures in very low light situations. I understand there will be much noise to

contend with. I have come to regard noise very much in the same way I regard film graininess. I take into

consideration the final look of the image and therefore the appropriateness of the noise or grain and its

impact on the finished photograph. When you look at old photographs taken on film where the subject is

rendered in available light where indeed not much light was available, you can appreciate how the

graininess of the film adds to the atmosphere of the image, often enhancing its dramatic impact. The trick

is knowing when it works and when it doesn’t.

When post processing your images, you will probably find “art” filters to help you deal with the

noise. More about post processing your images in popular software and apps later.



Hyperfocal Distance and Depth of Field

*As promised, here’s a note about hyper-focal distance. It has something to do with depth of field

which is also discussed here.

The term hyper-focal distance is used to describe the distance between foreground and

background in a photograph when talking about depth of field. Depth of field is a term used to describe

how much subject you can get in focus by making the aperture opening of your lens smaller or larger. At

F8 the hyper-focal distance (that is the amount of subject from front to back is in focus) will be greater

than at F3.5 but not as much as in F22. And so the team picture of the track and field athletes seated in

the bleachers five rows deep will require a very small aperture opening to assure everyone appears in

focus while a wide open aperture will be needed to photograph the track athlete crossing the finish line

to assure she pops out from a background crowded with the runners up, cheering moms and dads, etc.

A common misconception in photography is that wide angle lenses are sharper and get more in

focus than longer focal length lenses such as the ones of the telephoto variety. This of course is not true.

It only appears that way as a matter of context.

Here’s a quick definition of “focal length” to ponder; The focal length of your lens is the measure

of the distance between the rearward most element of the lens and the surface of the light gathering

sensor (or film plane if you’re my age). Even today, if you look at the top plate of your camera, you will

see a symbol which looks like a zero with a horizontal line passing through it. That symbol is telling you

where the film plane or the surface of the light gathering sensor is located inside your camera. (As if you

were inclined to take a ruler and measure from that spot to the back of your lens because perhaps you

need to test the validity of the camera manufacturer’s assertion about the focal length of one lens or

another). Whew! The most rearward element of the lens (the last piece of glass at the back of the lens)

generally protrudes from a wide angle lens whereas a telephoto lens has it buried deep inside the lens

barrel. Therefore we have differences in focal lengths among lenses.

Images taken using a telephoto lens tend to appear as if they have a very narrow depth of field.

That is to say the subject appears in sharp focus and stands out from an out of focus background. Sports

photographers use very long telephoto lenses not only because it brings them closer to the subject but

because it makes their subject pop out from a busy background thus enhancing the drama of the moment.

Look through a Sports Illustrated magazine and see how the quarterback or the receiver pop out from a

background consisting of cheering fans in their seats, teammates not in the game, other photographers,

security guards and so on. You get the idea. There’s a lot going on at a football game which can detract

from a great action photo. A long telephoto lens with its narrow depth of field is essential.



Conversely, dial the Fstops all the way down if you’re a landscape photographer using a telephoto

lens on an old country road and you will condense everything in the image thus creating a different kind

of drama.

By contrast, a wide angle lens makes everything look in focus no matter where you set the Fstops.

To create that narrow depth of field look with a wide angle lens, you need to be as close as possible to

your subject that focusing will allow while keeping your Fstops all the way open. Good luck with that.

Try this experiment; Go outside and take a photograph of the landscape. Set your camera on

manual exposure or aperture priority so that the aperture opening cannot change. Use your widest

aperture opening for your narrowest depth of field. Now take a photograph at your widest angle, then

take another photograph in your longest telephoto focal length. Make sure your camera doesn’t move

from one photo to the next. Download your photographs onto your computer or tablet. Look at the

telephoto image first and note what is in focus and what is not in focus. It should be pretty easy, right?

Now look at your wide angle photo. It appears that more of the image is in focus but is it? Now crop your

wide angle photo to make it look exactly like the telephoto shot and blow it up to the same size. What do

you see? You will see that the depth of field in both images are the same. The same things are in and out

of focus in both photographs. The wide angle lens only makes it look like there’s a greater depth of field

because its field of view is wider and takes in more scenery.



Focusing

Focusing. The simpler the technology makes it, the more complicated it becomes. It’s all auto

focus. What’s to learn? Are you autofocusing for a single shot or are you focus tracking over a burst of

images? Is your subject standing still or is it moving? Is it moving laterally or is it moving toward you? Do

you have facial recognition? Is it set for eye tracking? Suddenly there’s a gazillion settings for focusing.

What about macro focusing? Have you heard about focus stacking multiple images? There is just no way

I can cover all of that here but I can offer a few tips.

If your subject is a human or an animal, focus on their face. If at all possible, focus on their eye

that’s closest to your lens. If you are focusing on a moving subject, learn to use the autofocus tracking

feature on your camera. If that seems daunting, try what we call, “zone focusing”. Here’s an example;

Suppose it’s your job to photograph a baseball game. You know the double play is about to be at second

base. Focus on the base and wait for the action to get there. Badda bing badda boom!



Flash

Your on-camera flash is an “ugly picture” maker. Don’t use it unless you absolutely have to. You

think it’s the job of your flash to light up a room. Nope. You think it’s the job of your flash to light up your

cousins Ed and Sheila’s faces and when you do, they always seem to come out ghostly white and devoid

of detail all while throwing horrendous shadows across the background. Rarely does your flash render

pleasing results. Then again, Ed and Sheila aren’t the most attractive people anyway. Here’s a couple of

things you can do to put the odds in your favor of getting better flashed photos just short of avoiding your

relatives altogether.

Know that your camera’s flash works best at a distance of 12 feet. I didn’t say 10 feet and I didn’t

say 14 feet. 12 feet. The next time you’re stuck for a subject to have tattooed on your left forearm, “12

feet”. Your on-camera flash is a stupid stupid thing and no wonder. It works closely with your light meter.

There are however two controls to help you master your flash. First, your flash has an EV control just like

your light meter. Set it for -1/3 or -1/2 stop. This will insure that it never overpowers the ambient light.

Why is that important? A well exposed picture made with just the ambient light looks natural. A flashed

picture looks flashed. It flattens out the dimensions of the subject, doesn’t have the same color

temperature as the ambient light and so you get these crazy color combinations and it makes everything

look like the footage on the 6 o’clock news. It’s too bright (usually). Also, it thinks everything is middle

gray. Dark things come out overexposed and light stuff comes out too dark. It’s like a bad laundry

detergent. So the other control is a setting with options like “slow synch” or “rear curtain synch”. Never

never ever use the redeye reduction option. By the time your camera takes the picture, your subject will

have caught an Uber to Starbucks.

Here's why; By using the slow synch or rear curtain options, you are giving your light meter a

chance to read and make a proper ambient light exposure, thus assuring that your flash merely fills in the

shadowed areas. Think of it this way. The job of your flash isn’t to light the subject. The job of your flash

is to make less contrast.

You will likely find that your camera under more than a few circumstances, is setting a painfully

slow shutter speed in order to make a proper ambient light exposure. Get over it. Your flash, which has a

duration of 1/10,000 of a second will freeze your subject perfectly and who cares if the background has a

little motion blur. Learn to hold your camera properly. Your pictures will pop and be glamorous. Just as

important, you haven’t been using your flash when you’ve needed it the most. And that is in the bright

daylight where your flash will do a brilliant job of filling in those harsh ugly shadows. Remember, the job

of your flash isn’t to light the subject. The job of your flash is to make less contrast. See that? Another

tattoo waiting to happen.



Post Processing

Back in the day when photographers packed their gear onto mules, ate cold spaghetti out
of a can and used film to take pictures, their job wasn’t done until the film was developed and
prints were made in the darkroom. Now that was post production! Once you were finished shooting
the pictures, your job wasn’t even half complete. You didn’t just pull the raw film out of the back
of a camera and hand it to the client along with the bill. Each photographer had their own way of
doing things. They each had their own style for processing film and printing. You could give 10
different photographers the same negative to print and they would each hand you a photograph
much different than the others.

It is unreasonable to expect anything different just because you are shooting a digital
camera. Once you’ve snapped a digital image, you’re just getting started. There is still post
production work to do. You still have to develop that picture and make it your own. While it’s true
that you no longer need a darkroom, you still have to load your images onto your tablet or your
computer, select your best photos and use software or apps to maximize that photo’s potential.
Clean them up, make color corrections, crop, dodge and burn or use whatever tools are at your
disposal to imprint your own personality onto those photographs.

Your end use is still a factor as well. If you plan on making prints, you need to resize your
images at 300 DPI (dots per inch). If you intend for them to be used on the web then you need to
resize them at 72 DPI.

There is a bunch of software out there along with many free apps that do astounding things
with digital photographs. I highly recommend experimenting with them.

There are a million reasons to pick up a camera and make photographic art. Most of all,
it’s just flat out fun.


